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1 Introduction
Neural machine translation (NMT) [1] has achieved near

human-level performance. However, there remain numer-
ous situations where textual context alone is insufficient for
correct translation, such as in the presence of ambiguous
words and grammatical gender. Many studies [2] have in-
creasingly focused on incorporating multimodal contents,
particularly images, to improve translations. Researchers
in this field have established a task called multimodal ma-
chine translation (MMT), which translates sentences paired
with images into a target language.

Subsequent studies [3, 4] have started utilizing a global
visual feature extracted from an entire image to initialize
encoder/decoder recurrent neural network (RNN) hidden
states to contextualize language representations. However,
the effect of the image cannot be fully exerted because the
visual features of an entire image are complex and non-
specific. To effectively use an image, some studies [5]
use spatially convoluted features extracted from a convolu-
tional neural network (CNN). Because these equally sized
features are nonsemantic, the role of visual modality pro-
vides only dispensable help to the translation. [6] reported
that MMT models disregard visual features because the
quality of the image features or the manner in which they
are integrated into the model is not satisfactory.

Consequently, current studies [7] have incorporated
richer local visual features such as regional features. These
studies mainly rely on object detection to automatically ex-
tract visual objects in an image. Although regional features
containing semantic information can assist in generating
better translations, a method to focus on only the image
regions that are semantically relevant to the source words
during translation has yet to be determined [8].

In this paper, we propose a model for multimodal neural
machine translation (MNMT) that employs word-region
alignment (WRA), called MNMT-WRA. This model is
designed to focus on semantically relevant image regions
during translation. We propose to generate soft/hard/en-
tity WRA based on cosine/argmax similarity between
source words and visual concepts and manual alignment of
Flickr30k Entities [9]. While encoding, textual and visual
modalities are represented in three aspects by leveraging
WRA: (1) associating image regions with respective source
words; (2) associating source words with respective image
regions; and (3) crossly associating.

The main contributions of this study are as follows: (1)
We propose WRA to guide the model to translate certain
words based on certain image regions. (2) The proposed
MNMT-WRA model outperforms competitive baselines.
(3) The analysis demonstrates that MNMT-WRA utilizes
visual information effectively by relating semantically rel-
evant textual and visual information.

2 Proposed Model

2.1 WRA: Word-Region Alignment

As shown in Figure 1, we propose to create WRA. For
regions, we follow [10] in detecting image regions denoted
by bounding boxes on the figure. In particular, each bound-
ing box is detected along with a visual concept consisting
of an attribute class followed by an object class instead of
only the object class. We take these visual concepts to
represent the image regions. We set each image labeled
with 36 visual concepts of image regions, which are space-
separated phrases. For words, we lowercase and tokenize
the source English sentences via the Moses toolkit.1）

1） https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
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Figure 1 The WRA. (a): Soft alignment (SA). (b/c): Hard alignment (HA). (d): Entity alignment (EA).

2.1.1 Soft Alignment (SA) of Word-Region

The SA is filled with the cosine similarity between words
and regions. We convert the words and concepts into sub-
word units using the byte pair encoding (BPE) model [11].
Then we utilize fastText [12] to learn embeddings. So as
to calculate a cosine similarity matrix of the word-region
alignment as a SA.

2.1.2 Hard Alignment (HA) of Word-Region

The HA is based on the SA, which is a binary matrix
filled with 1 in the position where the words and concepts
are most similar and 0 in the remaining positions. We
generate the HA from two directions: when aligning the
most similar concept to a word, we use argmax function by
row (rowmax). When aligning the most similar word to a
concept, we employ argmax function by column (colmax).

2.1.3 Entity Alignment (EA) of Word-Region

The EA is based on Flickr30k Entities, which is a binary
matrix filled with 1 in the position where the words corre-
spond to their ground-truth regions and 0 in the remaining
positions. Because the Flickr30k Entities provide a man-
ually annotated correspondence between English entities
and image regions, we use the EA as reference.

2.2 Representations with WRA

As shown in Figure 2, the textual encoder is a bi-
directional RNN and the visual encoder is a object detection
method [10]. All words are denoted as H and all regions are
denoted as R. We represent textual annotation of n words

as Atxt and visual annotation of 36 regions as Aimg by lever-
aging WRA. For Atxt, the aligned region feature Ralign is
calculated by the SA (Asoft), HA (Ahard,rowmax/colmax), and
EA (Aentity) as follows.

Atxt = CONCAT(H,Ralign)

Rsoft
align =

Asoft · R
|R|

Rhard
align = Ahard,rowmax · R

Rentity
align = Aentity · R

(1)

Similarly, Aimg is computed as follows:
Aimg = CONCAT(R,Halign)

Hsoft
align =

AT
soft · H
|H|

Hhard
align = AT

hard,colmax · H

Hentity
align = AT

entity · H

(2)

2.3 Decoder

As shown in Figure 2, the decoder comprises double
attentions and a deepGRU consisted of three cells [13].

2.3.1 Double Attentions
At time step C, the textual context vector zt is generated

upon a hidden state proposal s(1)t computed by function
fgru1 (HC−1, st−1) in GRU (1) [13] and textual annotation atxt

i
in Atxt as follows.

4text
C ,8 = (+ text)Ttanh(*texts(1)t +, textatxt

i ),
Utext
C ,8 = softmax(4text

C ,8 )

zt =
=∑
8=1

Utext
C ,8 atxt

i

where + text, *text, , text are training parameters; 4text
C ,8

is
attention energy; Utext

C ,8
is attention weight matrix.
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Figure 2 The proposed MNMT-WRA.

The visual context vector ct is generated similarly.

4
img
C , 9

= (+ img)Ttanh(*imgs(1)t +, imgaimg
j ),

U
img
C , 9

= softmax(4img
C , 9

)

ct =
36∑
9=1

U
img
C , 9

aimg
j

where + img, *img, , img are training parameters; 4
img
C , 9

is
attention energy; Uimg

C , 9
is attention weight matrix.

2.3.2 DeepGRU

The hidden state sC is computed in GRU (3) [13]:

sC = fgru3 ( [cC , HC−1], s(2)C )

s(2)C = fgru2 (zC , s
(1)
C )

There is a textual GRU block and a visual GRU block
[14] designed as below. The function fght is following [15].

bv
C = fght (,v

b sC )

bt
C = fght (, t

bs(2)C )
HC ∼ ?C = softmax(, t

projb
t
C +,v

projb
v
C ),

where ,v
b ,,

t
b,,

t
proj,,

v
proj are training parameters.

3 Experiments

3.1 Dataset

We experimented on English→German (En→De) and
English→French (En→Fr) tasks using Multi30k [16]. The
dataset contains 29k train images and 1,014 valid images.
We used three test sets to evaluate our models: Flickr
test2016 and Flickr test2017 contain 1,000 pairs; and am-
biguous MSCOCO [17] contains 461 pairs.

3.2 Settings

For baselines, we trained an NMT model [18] with the
textual part of Multi30k; we trained an MNMT model [14]
with 2,048-dim global visual features by ResNet-50 [19];
and we augmented [14] into a region-attentive MNMT
(RAMNMT) model following [8] with 2,048-dim regional
visual features extracted by [10].

For MNMT-WRA, it was implemented by three meth-
ods: associating regions with respective words (I); associ-
ating words with respective regions (T); crossly associating
(C). The SA and HA were integrated in each method as two
settings. The EA was integrated in the best method as a
reference setting. Trainable parameters and dimensions
are shown in the Appendix A.

Associating regions with respective words (I). We
represented the visual annotation Aimg by fusing R with the
aligned textual features Halign and the textual annotation
Atxt using textual input representation H directly. Based
on equation (2), the settings were (1) MNMT-WRA (I+SA)
and (2) MNMT-WRA (I+HA).

Associating words with respective regions (T). We
represented textual annotation Atxt by fusing H with the
aligned region features Ralign and the visual annotation
Aimg using visual input representation R directly. Based on
equation (1), the settings were (1) MNMT-WRA (T+SA)
and (2) MNMT-WRA (T+HA).

Crossly associating (C). We cross represented tex-
tual annotation Atxt and visual annotation Aimg. Based on
equations (1) and (2), the settings were (1) MNMT-WRA
(C+SA) and (2) MNMT-WRA (C+HA).
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Model
Test2016 Test2017 MSCOCO

En→De En→Fr En→De En→Fr En→De En→Fr
B / M B / M B / M B / M B/ M B / M

NMT 37.1 / 57.6 59.5 / 75.0 29.6 / 51.7 51.4 / 69.1 25.7 / 46.6 42.4 / 63.0
MNMT 37.6 / 57.6 59.6 / 74.8 30.1 / 51.4 52.1 / 68.8 26.8 / 47.1 43.2 / 63.2
RAMNMT 37.9 / 57.8 59.8 / 74.8 30.4 / 51.6 51.9 / 69.0 26.7 / 47.1 43.8 / 63.5

MNMT-WRA (C+SA) 35.3 / 56.0 56.6 / 73.2 26.0 / 48.4 47.2 / 65.9 23.4 / 44.7 39.3 / 61.0
MNMT-WRA (C+HA) 30.2 / 50.9 51.0 / 68.4 21.4 / 43.4 42.3 / 61.7 18.5 / 39.7 34.3 / 56.0
MNMT-WRA (T+SA) 34.9 / 55.6 57.6 / 73.4 26.0 / 48.2 48.7 / 66.4 23.6 / 44.8 41.3 / 61.8
MNMT-WRA (T+HA) 30.2 / 50.3 51.0 / 67.8 20.7 / 42.2 42.2 / 60.6 17.4 / 38.2 33.9 / 54.6
MNMT-WRA (I+SA) 38.0† / 57.9 59.6 / 75.0 30.3† / 51.7 52.2† / 69.5 26.6† / 47.2 43.6† / 63.9
MNMT-WRA (I+HA) 38.3†‡ / 57.8 60.2† / 75.5 31.2†‡∗ / 52.2 51.8 / 69.5 27.4† / 47.8 43.5† / 63.8
MNMT-WRA (I+EA) 38.2 / 57.8 59.8 / 75.1 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Table 1 †, ‡ and ∗ indicate that the result is significantly better than NMT, MNMT and RAMNMT, respectively.

English: a man is grilling out in his backyard.
Reference: un homme fait un barbecue dans son arrière-cour.
RAMNMT: un homme fait griller quelque chose dans sa cour (yard).
MNMT-WRA: un homme fait griller quelque chose dans sa arrière-cour (backyard).

Figure 3 A good translation example of MNMT-WRA (I+HA)
for En→Fr task.

Reference setting. The reference setting was
MNMT-WRA (I+EA). Because the train and valid images
from Flickr30k Entities were assigned to Flickr test2016
images only, we reported only the results of test2016.

3.3 Evaluation

We evaluated the translation quality according to the
token level BLEU (B) [20] and METEOR (M) [21] metrics,
and reported the average over three runs. We reported
the statistical significance with bootstrap resampling [22]
using the merger of three test results. We reported the
result only if the p-value was less than 0.05.

4 Results
As shown in Table 1, the results of MNMT-WRA

(I+HA/SA) outperform all the baselines on all test sets of
En→De and En→Fr tasks, and the MNMT-WRA (I+HA)
achieved the best performance of all. In contrast, the poor
performance of MNMT-WRA (T/C) might be because of
the weakened role of text and emphasized role of the image.

5 Analysis

We randomly investigated 50 examples from the En→Fr
task of test2016 to do human evaluation. In this investiga-
tion, 16% of the examples is that the performance of the
MNMT-WRA (I+HA) is better than the RAMNMT, and
the 84% is that the performance of the two is comparable.

We show an example of MNMT-WRA (I+HA) in Figure
3 to do quality analysis. In the case, our model correctly
translates “backyard” to a compound noun of “arrière-
cour,” which is comprised of an adverb and a noun. But the
RAMNMT mistranslates it to “cour,” which means “yard”
in English. Through visualization, we find that the text-
attention and image-attention focus on the features that
are semantically relevant at that time step. It shows that
translation quality improvement is due to the simultaneous
attentions of semantically relevant region and word.

6 Conclusion
We presented a novel model, MNMT-WRA, that si-

multaneously considers semantically relevant textual and
visual features during translation. Experimental results
show that MNMT-WRA outperformed baselines. We also
performed a human evaluation and qualitative analysis to
demonstrate the specific improvements resulting from se-
mantically relevant image regions. In the future, we plan
to train supervised attention mechanisms to learn more
reliable alignments, rather than external alignment.
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A Experimental Parameters

We ensured that the parameters in MNMT-WRA were consistent with those in the baselines. We set the encoder and
decoder hidden state to 256-dim; word embedding to 128-dim; batch size to 32; beam size to 12; text dropout to 0.3; image
region dropout to 0.5; and dropout of source RNN hidden states H and both blocks bt

t and bv
t to 0.5. We trained the model

using stochastic gradient descent with ADAM [23] and a learning rate of 0.0004. We stopped training when the METEOR
score did not improve for 10 evaluations on the validation set, where the maximum epoch num was set to 100.

For MNMT-WRA (I+SA/HA/EA): Between the two settings, the textual annotation Atxt was 512-dim, which was
consistent with H. Further, the visual annotation Aimg was 4,096-dim by a concatenation of R and Halign, where R was
2,048-dim and Halign was 2,048-dim by a linear transformation from 512-dim.

For MNMT-WRA (T+SA/HA): Between the two settings, the visual annotation Aimg was 2,048-dim, which was con-
sistent with R. The textual annotation Atxt was 2,560-dim by a concatenation of H and Ralign, where H was 512-dim and
Ralign was 2,048-dim. The sum of the dimensions of the textual and visual annotations was consistent with that of the
former method.

For MNMT-WRA (C+SA/HA): Between the two settings, the textual annotation Atxt was 2,560-dim by a concatenation
of 512-dim H and 2,048-dim Ralign, and the visual annotation Aimg was 2,560-dim by a concatenation of 2,048-dim R and
512-dim Halign. We ensured that the dimensions of the textual and visual annotation were consistent.
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